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Abstract
Visual simulation of fire plays an important
role in many applications, such as movies
and computer games. In these applications,
artists are often requested to synthesize real-
istic fire with a particular behavior. To meet
such requirement, we present a feedback con-
trol method for fire simulations. The user
can design the shape of fire by placing a set
of control points. Our method generates a
force field and automatically adjusts a temper-
ature at a fire source, based on user speci-
fied control points. Experimental results show
that our method can control the fire shape.

Keywords: fire simulation, grid-based simula-
tion, PI-control, editing shape and motion

1 Introduction

In computer graphics, many methods have
been proposed for simulating natural phenom-
ena such as smoke, fire, water, and so on [1, 2,
3, 4, 5]. Realistic fluid animations can be cre-
ated by solving Navier-Stokes equations. There-
fore, in recent years, fluid simulation has be-
come an indispensable tool for creating scenes
containing fluids in entertainment applications,
such as movies and TV games. In these appli-
cations, animators often want to generate their
desired motions while preserving realistic visual
appearances of fluids. One effective approach to

achieve this is to control the motions of the fluids
based on numerical fluid analysis. Several meth-
ods have therefore been proposed for controlling
the fluid simulation [6, 7, 8]. In these previous
methods, the motions of smoke or water are con-
trolled into user-specified shapes using external
forces.

Visual simulation of fire is important in cre-
ating synthetic images of a scene including, for
example, a burning house and a dragon breath-
ing out fire. Computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) is effective for synthesizing realistic fire
as well [4, 9, 10]. Although methods using CFD
can generate realistic fire, there are many physi-
cal parameters that influence the motions of the
simulated fire. Therefore, animators have to re-
peatedly execute the fluid simulation with dif-
ferent parameter settings until the desired fire
motions are obtained. Moreover, the shapes and
motions of the simulated fire that can be created
by adjusting the simulation parameters are lim-
ited and, in most cases, it is almost impossible
to create the desired animation of fire.

Several methods have been proposed for pro-
cedurally creating desired motion of fire [11,
12]. These procedural methods allow us to cre-
ate desired shapes of the fire at low costs. How-
ever, these methods are not based on the under-
lying physics governing the fire motion. There-
fore, the resulting animation is less realistic than
that created using physically-based simulation.

Our purpose in this paper is to control CFD-



based fire simulation in order to create realistic
fire animations with desired shapes and motions.
In many commercial products, such as Autodesk
Maya and 3ds MAX, external forces are gener-
ally used for controlling fluid shapes and mo-
tions. The external forces in these software are
often defined by using simple 3D primitives,
such as cylinder and sphere; the forces are gen-
erated inside these primitives. However, in those
products, magnitudes of the external forces must
be adjusted manually by the user, which is not
an easy task. A straightforward solution to this
problem is to use the previous methods for con-
trolling smoke or water. However, we found that
those previous methods could not control fire
simulation faithfully since the complex motion
of fire significantly depends on temperature dis-
tribution. The previous methods for smoke and
water did not take into account temperature in
their control methods because it is not important
very much in simulating their motions.

We propose a new method that addresses the
above problem by automatically controlling the
external forces as well as the temperature of
fire source. Our method mainly controls fire
simulation by generating external force fields.
The user can design the shapes and motions
of fire as if the user drags the flame region
of the fire by drawing a set of line segments.
Then, the external force fields are generated
around the line segments and their magnitudes
are automatically adjusted so that the flame re-
gion reaches the positions of the end points of
the line segments. However, we sometimes
observed that this method generated extremely
strong forces to make the flame region forcibly
reach the target position, resulting in unnatural
motions. In order to solve this problem, our
method additionally controls the temperature of
fire source to adjust the overall size of the flame
region. This makes it possible to control the
fire shapes/motions with the minimal external
forces. With these two control mechanisms, the
user can design the shape and motion of fire
while maintaining its realistic appearance.

Our main contributions include:

1. controlling CFD-based fire simulation to
create animations with desired shapes and
motions,

2. application of the feedback control mecha-

nism to fire simulation, and

3. controlling temperature of fire source, in
addition to external forces, to enhance the
realism of the controlled simulation.

One of the limitations of our method is that
our method would take long time to reach the
converged state when we use inappropriate con-
trol parameters for the feedback control mecha-
nism. In this case, interactive editing of fire sim-
ulation to create desired animations would be-
come difficult. Although we provide appropri-
ate parameter settings used for our experiments
in this paper, the user may need to spend time on
adjusting the control parameters.

Several methods have been proposed for sim-
ulating realistic fire but we employ a relatively
simple method. We simulate fire as a heated gas
generated by combustion. Although the behav-
ior of the simulated fire is slightly less realistic
than that by a more physically-based method,
such as the two-fluid model [4], our method is
far more efficient and is easy to implement. We
employ the simple method because our primary
purpose is to synthesize the desired shape with
plausible appearances. Our method is fully im-
plemented on the GPU and the user can edit the
fire animation interactively.

2 Related Work

There are many methods for visual simulation of
fire. They are roughly classified into two cate-
gories: the procedural approach and physically-
based approach.

Methods based on the procedural approach
have focused on efficiency and controllabil-
ity. Particle systems are the most widely used
method. The earliest reported fire model, pre-
sented by Reeves [13], used a particle system to
animate fire. This method required a large num-
ber of particles to achieve natural visual effects.
After this work, some methods have been pro-
posed for procedural modeling of fire animation
[11, 12, 14]. Although the computational cost
for the procedural methods is low and the de-
sired fire shapes are easy to generate, some im-
portant visual features, such as vortex motions
and detailed turbulence motions, cannot be re-
produced.



On the other hand, methods based on the
physically-based approach can generate realis-
tic visual results with evolving and dynamic fire.
Various methods for simulating fire have been
developed based on incompressible fluid solvers
[4, 9, 10]. Although these methods have the po-
tential to generate realistic fire, many physical
parameters have to be adjusted to obtain the de-
sired results. Adjusting the parameters manually
to synthesize fire with desired shapes and mo-
tions is time-consuming or, furthermore, almost
impossible.

Some researchers have developed methods
for controlling simulation of phenomena related
to fluids. Treuille et al. [15] developed a method
for keyframe control of smoke simulation. Mc-
Namara et al. [7] proposed a method for con-
trolling smoke and water by using an adjoint
method. Hong et al. [6] proposed to use a
geometric potential field generated from given
target shapes to generate control forces. Fat-
tal and Lischinski [16] developed a target-driven
method to control smoke simulation by using
some external forces computed from a poten-
tial field. Shi and Yu proposed a method us-
ing a feedback force field and the negative gra-
dient field of geometric potential function for
creating the animation of water towards to the
rapidly changing targets [8]. Shi and Yu also
developed a method for controlling a shape of
a smoke, such that a smoke surface is matched
a target surface, using velocity constraints [17].
Thürey et al. [18] introduced control particles
for controlling the motion of water. Kim et al.
[19] proposed a method to advect smoke along
a user-specified path. Dobashi et al. [20] pre-
sented a feedback control method for a cumuli-
form cloud simulation. Raveendran et al. [21]
proposed a liquid control method using control
meshes. These control methods, however, do
not cover fire simulation. Controllable fire has
been an active research area in the last few years.
Lever and Komura [22] controlled fire simula-
tion with textured force for generating volumet-
ric patterns similar to input textures on the fire
volume. Hong et al. [23] introduced a method
for controlling blue core for modeling fire prop-
agation along complex curves or surface. Zhang
et al. [24] applied high geometric motion con-
straints to the fire animation. Bangalore and
House [25] proposed artistic control of flames

using a set of curves drawn by the user. This
method deals with target shapes formed by a set
of curves only. Kim et al. [26] focused on con-
trolling fire shapes into user-specified 3D ob-
jects. However, in these fire control methods,
there are no methods for controlling the motion
of fire based on computational fluid dynamics.

3 Fire Simulation

Before describing our method, this section ex-
plains the method for numerical simulation of
fire used in our method. We simulate fire by
using a grid-based approach. The simulation
space is subdivided into a grid, and a fire source
is placed at an arbitrary position in the simula-
tion space. Velocity u and temperature T are
assigned at each grid point. Motions of the fire
are simulated by the following way. Velocity u
is updated at each time step by solving the fol-
lowing Navier-Stokes equations.

∂u

∂t
= −(u · ∇)u−∇p+ f , (1)

∇ · u = 0, (2)

where t is time, p is fluid pressure, and f repre-
sents any external forces such as gravity, wind,
and buoyancy forces. For the fire simulation,
temperature and buoyancy forces are calculated
by using the previous techniques proposed by
Nguyen et al. [4]. Temperature T is calculated
by the following equation.

∂T

∂t
= −(u · ∇)T − cr(

T − Tamb

Tmax − Tamb
)4 +Tsrc,

(3)
where Tamb is ambient temperature, Tmax is the
maximum temperature, cr is a cooling constant,
and Tsrc is a temperature added at the source of
the fire. As an external force, the buoyancy force
is taken into account. The buoyancy force fbuo
is given by:

fbuo = κb(T − Tamb)y, (4)

where κb is the coefficient for the buoyancy and
y is a unit vector pointing upward vertical direc-
tion. Velocities at the grid points around the fire
source are fixed on that of the fire source.

By solving the above equations numerically,
the temperature field is obtained at each time



Figure 1: Overview of our method.

Figure 2: Our fire control system.

step. A user-specified threshold temperature,
Tth is used to define the boundary between the
flame and the smoke regions. That is, a point
is inside the flame region if temperature at the
point is greater than the threshold temperature
Tth.

4 Our Method

4.1 Overview

Fig. 1 illustrates an overview of our method.
The user can interactively design the shape and
the motion of synthetic fire as if he or she drags
the flame region by drawing a line segment on
the screen (see Fig. 1(a)). Our method controls
the simulation so that the flame region reaches
to the end point of the line segment in the fol-
lowing way. When the user draws the line seg-
ment, a virtual cylinder is automatically created
around the line segment (see Fig. 1(b)), inside

which a force field is generated to control the
simulation. Our method automatically adjusts
the magnitude of the force field and the tem-
perature of the fire source by a feedback con-
trol mechanism. Our feedback controller tries to
minimize the distance between the flame region
and the end point of the line segment. This is
equivalent to minimizing the difference between
temperature Tend at the end point and the thresh-
old temperature Tth defining the boundary of the
flame region (Fig. 1(c)). Through our control
mechanism, the fire shape is deformed so that
the boundary of the flame region reaches to the
end point of the line segment (Fig. 1(d)). Note
that the user can draw multiple line segments at
arbitrary positions to design the fire shape.

The virtual cylinder and the corresponding
force field are generated in the following way.
The two end points of the line segment drawn
by the user are projected onto the plane that
is placed at the center of the simulation space
and is perpendicular to the view direction (see
Fig. 2). Let us denote these projected points for
i-th line segment by Ps(i) and Pe(i), respec-
tively. The virtual cylinder is created with a pre-
determined radius r. The top and bottom centers
of the cylinder are Ps(i) and Pe(i), respectively
(Fig. 2). The radius of the cylinder is experimen-
tally determined. In this paper, we set the radius
to 20 times grid interval used for the simulation.
We need further investigation on the choice of
the radius but we have not encountered any sig-
nificant problems with the above setting. The
force fe(i) inside the virtual cylinder is com-
puted by the following equation.

fe(i) = cf (i)(Pe(i)−Ps(i)), (5)

where cf (i) is a coefficient for adjusting the



magnitude of i-th force field. Note that fe(i) is
zero outside the cylinder. Our method controls
the coefficient cf (i) as well as the temperature
of the fire source, Tsrc, so that temperature at
Pe(i) becomes Tth.

4.2 Feedback Control

We employ a proportional-integral-derivative
controller (PID controller) to automatically ad-
just the magnitude of the force field and the
source temperature. The PID controller is one
of the most popular feedback control methods.
It evaluates the error (or difference) between the
current state and the target state, and tries to
minimize the error by continuously adjusting the
control variables over time. The PID controller
consists of three components: P-controller, I-
controller, and D-controller. The P-controller
updates the control variables in proportion to the
error. The I- and D-controllers modify the con-
trol variables in proportion to the accumulated
error and the derivative of the error, respectively.
In our case, the control variables are cf and Tsrc,
and the error is computed as the difference be-
tween temperature Tend at Pe and the threshold
temperature Tth. We found that the D-controller
does not contribute very much, since the motion
of the fire changes randomly and the derivative
of the error does not make any senses. In the fol-
lowing, we first explain the control of the mag-
nitude of the force field and then describe the
control of fire source temperature.

As we mentioned in the previous subsection,
a force field is generated inside the virtual cylin-
der for each line segment. We assign a PI-
controller for each force field and the controllers
work independently with each other. Let us ex-
plain our control mechanism for i-th force field.
The magnitude of the force field is controlled
by the PI-controller which updates cf (i) at each
time step according to the following equations.

cf (i) = KPTdiff (i) +KI

∫ td

0
Tdiff (i)dtd,

(6)
where

Tdiff (i) = Tth − Tend(i), (7)

and Tend(i) is the temperature at Pe(i). The first
term on the right is the P-controller that updates

Figure 3: Comparison of results controlled by P-
controller and PI-controller for force
field control.

cf (i) in proportion to the temperature differ-
ence. KP is called a proportional gain. The sec-
ond term, the I-controller, updates cf (i) in pro-
portion to the accumulated difference over time
and gives the accumulated offset that should
have been corrected previously. The I-controller
contributes when the accumulated difference be-
comes large. td is the duration for the accumu-
lation and KI is called the integral gain. These
controllers work in the following way. When the
boundary of the flame region becomes close to
Pe(i), the temperature difference Tdiff (i) be-
comes very small. In this case, the P-controller
cannot contribute to the updating of cf (i). As
a result, when using the proportional controller
only, small gaps between the boundary of the
flame region and Pe are left. The second term
removes the gaps and updates cf until the dif-
ference becomes zero. The control parameters
KP and KI need to be specified by the user. In
this paper, we determine these parameters exper-
imentally. Fig. 3 shows the effect of these con-
trollers. Fig. 3(a) shows the result using only the
proportional controller. The flame region cannot
reach Pe(i). This problem is resolved by using
the I-controller as shown in Fig. 3(b).

The above method for controlling the force
field sometimes produces unnaturally strong
forces. This happens particularly when the user
places Pe(i) at a position far from the bound-
ary of the flame region. This problem is re-
solved by changing the temperature of the fire
source. For example, increasing source temper-



Figure 4: Comparison of results controlled by P-controller and our control (I-controller) for source
temperature control.

ature results in an increase in the overall temper-
ature of the fire and, as a result, the size of the
flame region increases as well. This reduces the
distance between the flame region and the user-
specified target position, or the end point of the
user-specified line segment. Therefore, we do
not need to use strong forces to make the flame
region reach the target position. Based on this
idea, our method controls the source tempera-
ture and adjusts the overall size of the fire auto-
matically. The source temperature is updated to
minimize the average of the temperature differ-
ences at all end points of the line segments. We
use an I-controller with an initial offset temper-
ature, that is,

Tsrc(i) = T0 + cI

∫ td

0
T̄diffdtd, (8)

where

T̄diff =
1

n

∑
i

Tdiff (i), (9)

and T0 is the initial offset temperature and cI is
an integral gain for the source temperature. Al-
though the P-controller is the simplest and the
most popular controller, we do not use it. We
found that the P-controller was not suitable for
our purpose. When using the P-controller, the
source temperature is set to be proportional to
the average of the differences at the end points
of the user-specified line segments. Therefore,
the source temperature becomes zero when the

Figure 5: Comparisons of results created by us-
ing force field controller only, source
temperature controller only, and both
controllers.

average difference is zero, that is, the fire extin-
guishes. Then the flame region starts to shrink
and the source temperature increases again. This
causes an oscillation of the source temperature,
resulting in an unnatural animation. We can
avoid this problem by using the I-controller that
makes the source temperature gradually con-
verge to an optimal state. The initial offset tem-
perature T0 is used to ensure that fire exists even
when there are no user-specified line segments.

Fig. 4 shows comparisons of fire simulation
controlled by P- and I-controllers. We draw a
single line segment as shown in the figure. The
magnitude of the external force is fixed and is
not controlled. Figs. 4(a) and (b) show results
obtained by using the P-controller only, and
Fig. 4(c) is generated by using our I-controller.



Fig. 4(d) is a reference solution that was cre-
ated without controlling the source temperature;
the source temperature is fixed at Tsrc = 1.0
that was determined experimentally so that the
flame region reaches the end point as shown in
the figure. We call this temperature (Tsrc = 1.0)
an optimal temperature. When using the P-
controller (Figs. 4(a) and (b)), the source tem-
perature is updated by: Tsrc = T0 + cP T̄diff ,
where cP is a proportional gain. T0 is set to
1.0 and 0.1, and the proportional gain is set to
1.0 and 0.01, respectively, for Figs. 4(a) and
(b). The graph on the left shows three plots
representing temporal transitions of the source
temperature for Figs. (a) through (c). The P-
controller failed to control the source tempera-
ture adequately: the source temperature oscil-
lates (Fig. 4(a)) or is too small (Fig. 4(b)). In
contrast, our I-controller (Fig. 4(c)) successfully
controls the source temperature; the tempera-
ture is gradually increased and is converged to
the optimal temperature. These results clearly
demonstrate that the I-controller is suitable for
the source temperature control.

5 Result

This section shows some examples created by
our method. We used a desktop PC with Intel
Core i7 (8GB of RAM) and NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 780 as a GPU to compute all the exam-
ples shown in this section. Please refer to the
accompanying video file for animations of the
examples shown in this section.

Fig. 5 shows results created by our method
under different situations. Figs. 5(a) and (d)
are created by using the force field control only.
Figs. 5(b) and (e) are created by controlling the
source temperature only. Figs. 5(c) and (f) are
created by using both controllers. In Figs. 5(a),
(b) and (c), we drew the line segment such that
the fire shape expands to lower direction. In
contrast, in Figs. 5(d), (e) and (f), the line seg-
ment was drawn such that the fire shape ex-
pands to upper direction. In Fig. 5(a), the mag-
nitude of the force field is too large, so the mo-
tion of the fire looks unnatural. In Fig. 5(b),
the flame region does not reach the position of
the end point of the line segment. By con-
trolling the force field and the source tempera-

Figure 6: Fire from dragon.

ture, the flame region successfully reaches the
end point and the fire motion looks very natural.
Next, in Fig. 5(d), the magnitude of the force
field becomes too large to make the flame region
forcibly reach to the end point of the line seg-
ment. This problem is caused since the source
temperature is too small. By controlling the
source temperature, the flame region naturally
reaches to the end point, as shown in Figs. 5(e)
and (f). In this case, controlling only the source
temperature may be sufficient (Fig. 5(e)) but
controlling both of the force field and the source
temperature can also produce the natural ani-
mation (Fig. 5(f)). The user can choose his/her
preferable result.

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 show some practical ex-
amples of fire simulation controlled by our
method. The simulation space is subdivided into
128x192x128 (Figs. 6 and 7) or 128x192x192
(Fig. 8) grid points. The computation time for
each step took about 0.1 seconds. Figs. 6(a),
7(a) and 8(a) are fire simulations without any
control, and Figs. 6(b), 7(b) and 8(b) are results
created by using our control method. In Fig. 6,
the shape of fire from the Dragon is edited so
that the shape becomes wider. Fig. 7 shows
an example of a burning house. By using our



Figure 7: Burning house.

method, we can make fire wrapping around the
house like Fig. 7(b) without computing interac-
tions between fire and the house. In Fig. 8, we
try to control motions of fires such that the fires
spout from windows of the burning house, with-
out computing the interactions. The insets on
the right in the figure show the line segments we
specified to create this animation. By using our
method, plausible fire animations with desired
shapes and motions can be created efficiently.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed a method to control fire sim-
ulation based on computational fluid dynamics.
Our method generates the external force fields
and automatically adjusts the temperature at the
source of the fire. The user can design the shape
and motion of fire by drawing a set of line seg-
ments. In order to generate the desired flow
and fire shape, the external force fields and the
source temperature are controlled according to
the user-specified line segments. Our method
provides a simple way to generate realistic fires
with desired shapes and motions.

In our future work, we plan to extend our

Figure 8: Fire spout from windows of burning
house.

method to other types of fluid simulations such
as particle-based methods.
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